The basics of creating the family-governed housing cooperative model.

How this model can provide a key role for a person with a disability in designing their individual support arrangements.

How this helps families access legal authority to direct and oversee support arrangements for their loved ones.

Communities in other countries have developed innovative arrangements enabling individuals with disabilities to lead lives on their terms. The family-governed housing cooperative is one such model in which multiple families join forces to create a network that serves as a vital resource and support system. Michael Kendrick, PhD, will provide an overview of this model based on his extensive work with cooperatives.

This webinar will help you understand:
- The basics of creating the family-governed housing cooperative model.
- How this model can provide a key role for a person with a disability in designing their individual support arrangements.
- How this helps families access legal authority to direct and oversee support arrangements for their loved ones.

Join us!
1:00 pm EST, March 19, 2020

Register at massfamilies.org/housing-webinar-series/